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ABSTRACT

The very end of every chromosome is a region called the telomere. Telomeres are nucleo-protein complexes containing specific DNA repeat sequences whose lengths are strongly believed to give indications to aging and tumor progression. In order to study the role these repeat sequences play in the cell, we developed a fluorescence microscopy imaging system and associated image analysis methods to accurately measure these telomere lengths. To visualize the image of the tiny telomeres, we captured 2 spectrally different images of the same cell. One image contains only telomeres and the other contains only chromosomes. We next apply successful and novel methods to segment the telomere and chromosome images and then to link each chromosome with its telomeres. Our system is so far the only existing system available for this purpose and has already been in use in many research laboratories in Western Europe, North America, and Hong Kong.

1. INTRODUCTION

Telomeres play important roles in the function of the cell [3],[22]. They contain proteins and unique repetitive DNA sequences which protects the natural ends of chromosomes in eukaryotic (nucleated) cells from degradation and end-to-end fusions. Telomeres are also involved in gene regulation as the length of the telomere may determine if particular genes at the ends of chromosomes are expressed. In addition, telomeres play a crucial role in cell division. It has been recently shown that telomere lengths shorten with age until the telomeres reach a certain length which prevents the cell from further dividing [2],[8],[13],[20]. Cancer cells, however, are able to maintain the length of their telomeres after repetitive cell divisions [7],[9],[12].

The conventional technique for measuring the length of telomere repeat sequences is based on a gel electrophoresis method known as the Southern analysis method [1],[6]. There are many drawbacks to this technique which are resolved by our system. Instead of around 100,000 cells, less than 30 cells are required by our system to measure the telomere length distribution. This makes it possible to carry biological studies when only a limited number of cells are available for analysis. In addition, with our system, telomere length studies can now be carried out on each cell as well as individual chromosomes in every cell instead of a population of cells. Furthermore, the size of the telomeres obtained is not under or over-estimated and the obtained telomere signals are not biased in their lengths. Our new technique is based on the fluorescence in-situ hybridization technology which relies on probes (nucleic acid sequences) that can hybridize (bind) to specific sites in denatured chromosomes. By attaching a fluorescent marker onto the probe, the location of specific sites in the chromosome can be identified under a fluorescence microscope.

To visualize the tiny telomeres only, 2 sets of images of the cell at different spectral wavelengths are captured and analyzed by our system. The first one is an image of the telomeres only. The second is an image of the chromosomes but without the telomeres. The quantitative nature of the fluorescent marker allows us to estimate the telomere length based on the observed fluorescence intensity from the first image. The second image is then used to help determine which telomere belongs to which chromosome. In this paper, we will give an overview of our image acquisition system and describe the segmentation algorithms for the telomeres and chromosomes. We will then discuss the results obtained.

2. IMAGING SYSTEM

We built our imaging acquisition system by selecting, optimizing and integrating basic commercial components such that consistent results can be obtained over time. The major components of our acquisition system are the fluorescence microscope, the camera and the computer (Fig. 1). The fluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axiosplan) with a 63x magnification objective lens (Plan Apochromat 63x/1.4, Zeiss) transforms and magnifies the telomeres and chromosomes for visualization. We equipped the microscope with a hybrid mercury/xenon lamp (200W, OptiQuip distributed by Zeiss) because this lamp fluctuates less than the traditional mercury lamp in time and is more intense than the xenon lamp at the wavelengths of interest (405nm and 546nm peak wavelengths used to excite the DAPI and CY3 probes, respectively). To reduce the image registration problem of matching images, we added a filter wheel (Pacific Scientific Inc.) which has openings for up to 8 different excitation filters. A single multi-spectrum dichroic mirror and emission filter assembly is then used to
3. TELOMERE SEGMENTATION AND LENGTH MEASUREMENTS

The length of the telomere is correlated to the integrated fluorescence intensity (IFI) value which is a measure of the total amount of fluorescence emitted from the object. The major problem in accurately quantifying the IFI of telomeres lies in defining the region in which to sum the fluorescence intensities. Thus, the correct segmentation, i.e., determining the exact boundaries of each telomere, is important. Most telomeres are relatively easy to detect since they appear as bright tiny spots. Approximate locations of these spots can be found by thresholding or edge detection methods. However, the inherent noise in the system (optics and illumination aberrations, camera noise, sample preparation noise, etc.) and interference of nearby telomeres make it difficult to define the "true" background/normalization level and the segmented regions for the IFI calculation (Fig. 2a).

Thus, we developed a segmentation algorithm called the Average Difference Filter [16]. This filter is similar in operation to the Laplacian filter [19]. This filter detects bright spots and deletes edge pixels. By removing the edge pixels, the filter separates touching telomeres. For each pixel, the average intensity value of its surrounding pixels is subtracted from its intensity, $I(x,y)$ to generate an edge image, $E(x,y)$, that is:

$$E(x,y) = I(x,y) - \frac{1}{9} \sum_{i=1}^{1} \sum_{j=1}^{1} I(x-i, y-j)$$

Using the appropriate threshold measured from the background noise level, our algorithm eliminates noise and detects intensity peaks. In addition, telomeres that are close to each other are separated using this technique. To recover the lost edge pixels, removed by this algorithm, we first label the segmented telomere and then dilate the region of each telomere to avoid accidental combination of multiple telomeres into one (Fig. 2b).

4. CHROMOSOME SEGMENTATION

To determine which chromosome each segmented telomere belongs to, we need to segment and identify each chromosome. The variability in the chromosome texture (intensity) within individual chromosomes and amongst different chromosomes makes it difficult to find the exact borders of each chromosome (Fig. 2c). In addition, the high noise levels associated with low light level fluorescence images pose another difficulty for segmentation. Another segmentation difficulty lies in defining the boundaries of touching and overlapping chromosomes. All available segmentation programs at present cannot correctly segment all chromosomes. For example, commercial chromosome analysis systems from Applied Imaging Inc., Biological Detection Incorporated, Vysis Inc., and Oncor Instrument Systems tend to first use a simple semi-automated segmentation algorithm to generate an initial estimate of the chromosome borders and then allow the user to interactively verify and correct the results. By using our method, a vast majority of chromosomes are correctly segmented. Hence, less user interaction is required in the manual verification process resulting in a less tedious and a more economical overall interactive analysis.

Our chromosome segmentation algorithm consists of a combination of different segmentation methods since no single technique produced good results. Each step in the sequence improves on the results obtained by the previous one. Thresholding is first used to define the rough regions occupied by chromosome region, $I(x,y)$ (Fig. 2c). Texture information from the thresholded region is then used to give a more defined region.

In this step, we first detect the local high intensity pixels using the following Average Difference Filter (a 5x5 filter region to smooth out more noise and texture present in chromosome images):

$$J(x,y) = I(x,y) - \frac{1}{25} \sum_{i=1}^{2} \sum_{j=1}^{2} I(x-i, y-j)$$

We then impose a non-negative constraint on the difference image $J(x,y)$ to get image $K(x,y)$. As a result of this operation, the background regions, which are close to the chromosomes, and most of the chromosome edges are removed from the segmented region. Most of the points in-between touching chromosomes are also eliminated, since they have negative difference values. We then use our Rank Difference filter ($R_{1,1}[S(K(x,y))]$) as a
morphological operator to merge detected pixels into different chromosome regions and at the same time further separate touching chromosomes. The Rank Difference filter is a general form of the maximum local contrast filter [19]. Instead of limiting the difference to be between the maximum and minimum rank filters, the difference can be performed between any two ranks filters number (i.e. an upper rank $R_u[S(i(x,y))]$ and a lower one $R_l[S(i(x,y))]$) as follows:

$$ R_u[S(i(x,y))] = R_u[S(i(x,y))] - R_l[S(i(x,y))] $$

where minimum rank $\leq l < u \leq$ maximum rank, defined over a region $S(i(x,y))$ of the image $i(x,y)$. The resulting Rank Difference image is then binarized by setting all negative values to 0 and all others to 255 to get image $L(x,y)$.

The next step in our segmentation process first finds the edges of the chromosome regions using our Rank Difference filter ($R_{9,4}[S(L(x,y))])$ again, but this time it functions as an edge detector to get image $M(x,y)$. We chose to use our Rank Difference filter instead of the difference of Gaussian [14] or Canny [5] filters because of the following reasons. First, the algorithm is already available within the program. Second, the algorithm uses only integer operations and is less complex and hence it is faster to compute. Third and most important, our filter gives thick edges at the appropriate locations such that some of the remaining touching chromosomes that are not segmented in previous approximations is now separated. The edges generated are then used to refine the borders for each detected chromosome region and separate the touching chromosomes. In this operation, a new chromosome region, $N(x,y)$ is generated based on the logical AND (●) of the previous chromosome segmented region, $M(x,y)$, with the logical NOT (—) of the newly calculated edge image, $O(x,y)$ as follows:

$$ N(x,y) = M(x,y) \cdot O(x,y) $$

The regions found so far are 2 pixels smaller than the actual regions of the chromosomes. However, they are mostly distinct and isolated from one another. Each object is next labeled such that each isolated region is given a distinct number. The size of the region of each labeled object is then increased such that it is representative of the size of the chromosomes. This increasing process is accomplished by dilating each labeled region twice using a 3x3 dilation filter. As different label numbers are used in the dilation process, regions that touch one another after the dilation are kept distinct with different label numbers.

Finally, segmented objects whose fluorescence intensities are too weak and whose sizes are too small to be chromosomes are rejected. To further refine both the telomere and chromosome segmented regions, both the telomere and chromosome images are used to determine if each chromosome region contains 4 corresponding telomere spots (Fig. 2d). Other chromosome segmentation algorithms do not have our added advantage of having corresponding telomere images which can help in defining the ends of the chromosomes.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The accuracy of the telomere segmentation is important for determining the telomere length measurement which is the ultimate goal of our work. Thus, it is more important to validate the telomere length measurements, which will indirectly validate the accuracy of our segmentation results. As no direct method for validating the accuracy of our telomere length measurements is available, we resorted to indirect methods to validate our fluorescence measurements. For this purpose, we used test objects of known fluorescence intensities that resemble telomeres. These objects included i) simulated objects of different shapes and sizes, ii) fluorescence beads of known size and relative fluorescence intensities, and iii) plasmids with known telomere insert lengths (which are typically an order of magnitude less in length than the telomeres in the cells). Our algorithm estimated the integrated fluorescence intensity (IFI) of simulated objects of varying shapes and sizes to within 3%. The estimated mean IFI values correlated well (correlation coefficient of 0.99) with the size of the fluorescence beads and with the length of telomere insert in plasmids [15]. The standard deviation in the estimation ranged from 2% for the 1μm beads to 13% for the 0.2μm beads to 29% for the 0.1μm beads. The standard deviation was larger for the smaller beads because it is more difficult to fabricate them. The standard deviation for telomere inserts in plasmids was around 20% of the mean estimated IFI value. This variance is most likely due to the variable efficiency of the hybridization procedure (binding of the probe).

To conclude, our results show that using our segmentation method, the telomere length could be measured to within 3%
accuracy in a population of cells and around 20% for individual telomeres. Although the variation appears to be large for individual telomeres, we observed that by averaging the results of 10 or more cells, a good indication of the differences in the lengths between any 2 specific telomeres can be obtained (i.e. differences between groups with a significance level less than 0.05 using the Wilcoxon rank sum test).

In addition, we have developed algorithms to segment chromosomes including those that are just touching. The segmentation results and the calculated telomere IFI values are then presented to the user for verification and editing. The automation of the telomere and chromosome extraction and IFI calculation process has simplified the user verification and editing process. On average, over 90% of the chromosomes are segmented properly. The success rate in segmentation is dependent on the metaphase sample, which typically contains a few overlapping chromosomes.

Our telomere analysis system has already enabled numerous studies concerning the role of telomeres in aging or genetic disorders [4,11,12,14,21,23]. A number of improvements could still be made to the system. A cooled integrating CCD camera would be useful to obtain better quality images. With such a camera, the accuracy of the IFI algorithm would be improved since it is no longer necessary to estimate the value of the faulty pixel by taking the average of its surroundings. Another improvement would be to implement a more objective method of focusing [18]. This would result in more consistency in image acquisition and provide a more accurate estimate of the telomere length.
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